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Following the close of the 60-day DEIS public comment period in July

2008, the CRC project's six local sponsor agencies selected light rail to

Clark College as the project's preferred transit mode. These sponsor

agencies, which include the Vancouver City Council, Portland City

Council, C-TRAN Board, TriMet Board, RTC Board and Metro Council,

considered the DEIS analysis, public comment, and a recommendation

from the CRC Task Force before voting on the LPA. (The CRC Task

Force included a broad group of stakeholders representing a range of

interests affected by the project - see DEIS Appendix B, Public

Involvement, for more information).

Light rail is more likely than other transit options to attract desirable

development in downtown Vancouver, which is consistent with local land

use plans.

Following the selection of the LPA in July of 2008, the CRC enlisted the

help of community members - residents, business owners, transit-

dependent populations and commuters - who had interest in light rail

planning to form the Vancouver Working Group (VWG). The VWG met

regularly to develop recommendations and provided feedback to the

CRC project, the City of Vancouver and C-TRAN on transit alignments,

proposed station locations and design, security and park and ride

facilities in downtown Vancouver. Following approximately 5 months of

coordination, in addition to public open houses and walking tours, the

VWG recommended the Washington-Broadway Couplet through

downtown Vancouver to C-TRAN and City of Vancouver staff. Per the

Vancouver Working Group Final Report (October 2009), this alignment

was preferred largely because it spread the potential impacts and

benefits across two streets, as opposed to concentrating them on a

single street. This alignment was adopted as part of the LPA and is

analyzed in the FEIS. For more information on the transit alignment

decision-making process please see Chapter 2 (Section 2.7) of the FEIS.
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Thank you for thinking of freight mobility, which is an important purpose

of the project. The traffic modeling done for the City shows

improvements to many intersections, even with frequent light rail service.

The routes for trucks have been particularly important. Working with the

freight and trucking community, the project has identified many current

design problems, and has included improvements related to these,

especially at Mill and Fourth Plain Boulevards in Vancouver, as well as

Marine Drive in Portland.
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